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The Lions are upset
46-38 by the University of St. Francis in the
opening round of the
2010 NAIA playoffs.
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Women’s volleyball
wins in the opening
round of the of the
NAIA championships
and advances to the
quarterfinals.

u
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STL Sports Hall of Fame honors LU
Tribute awarded for ‘excellence in sports’ since inception of athletic program
By Issa David
Staff Reporter

The St. Louis Sports Hall of
Fame honored Lindenwood
Athletics at the Hall of Fame
dinner at the Millennium
Hotel in downtown St. Louis
on Tuesday, Nov. 16.

“It was not only a great
honor, but a tribute to all of
the current and past players,
coaches and administration
for everyone’s hard work,”
said Vince O’Mara, women’s
ice hockey coach.
The award was given for
excellence in sports since

the inception of LU athletics. In the past two seasons,
LU athletics won six national
championships and fell only
three points short of winning
seven (2009 football).
In the last nine years, LU
athletics has won 46 national titles, 10 of them in the

NAIA division.
“It was indeed a special
night and a very significant recognition of where
Lindenwood is in the collegiate sports world,” said
Athletic Director John Creer.
Specifically, clay target
shooting has won seven

‘Tis The Season

straight national titles. The
dance team has won three
straight national titles, as
well as the water polo team
from 2006-08.
Men’s and women’s bowling each have won a national
title, along with the women’s
table tennis and the men’s

volleyball team.
Men’s soccer won the
NAIA title in 2004, and track
and field has won four NAIA
titles. Wrestling has had the
most NAIA success with five
NAIA titles under former
coach Joe Parisi.
Please see Fame, Page 7

NBS Chapter
inducts ten
LU students

Because of large number of
new members, group stays on
campus as an organization

tiate new officers for the
2010-2011 year including
a president, vice president,
Lindenwood’s
National
secretary, treasurer, commuBroadcasting Society Alpha
nications officer and LSGA
Epsilon Rho (NBS-AERho) representative.
will induct more than 10
“I am so impressed with
members this week, which is
the enthusiasm, talent and
a first since 1998. The Inducpotential in these students betion Ceremony will be held
cause before this I was about
Dec. 3 at 4 p.m. at the LUTV
to let the group go dormant,
studio in the J. Scheidegger
only having one student left
Center.
in NBS,” Nicolai said. “I
Last year, the Lindenwood
am also excited to make Jill
NBS Chapter lost most of
Falk my cotheir memadvisor bebers since
cause withmost
of
out her, we
them gradu“I am so impressed would not
ated,
and
the Chapter with the enthusiasm, have near
ended
the talent and potential in the interest.
These stuyear with no
dents are exc om m it t e d these students.”
cited about
members.
NBS, and
N B S
—Deb Nicolai that makes
was fading
NBS advisor
me excited.”
away until
T h e
more than
Lindenwood
10 students
NBS Chapshowed up
ter started in
to the first
1954
and
has
been
growing
meeting at the start of the
2010 fall semester and voted ever since. The Chapter atthat NBS stay an organiza- tends both a regional and national convention each year
tion.
NBS advisor Deb Nicolai in different regions. This
said, “I think it is great we year the NBS chapter will
went from no membership travel to Los Angeles for the
to 10 students who are inter- national convention.
“The NBS is a great orgaested, and to go from nonnization
for students to join
existence to more then 10
who are seeking careers in
members is incredible.”
The inductees will be ini- any electronic or print metiated by NBS advisors Deb dia,” Briesacher said. “I won
Nicolai, Jill Falk and former a lot of awards for my 30-secNBS member Chad Briesa- ond spot promo and public
service announcements.”
cher.
The NBS will also iniPlease see NBS, Page 8
By Samantha Bartley
Contributing Writer

Legacy photos by Lauren Kastendieck

Four large Christmas trees surrounded by white “snow” and garland along the staircase welcome guests to the entry of the J. Scheidegger Center.

FPA dons the
Christmas spirit

(Right) A decorated wreath
shines brightly in the hallway
of the center’s second floor.
(Bottom left) Garland lines the
railing in the main entryway
of the Scheidegger Center.
(Bottom right) Red and green
bulbs illuminate the outside of
the center along with wreaths
wrapped in lights.

By Lauren Kastendieck
Photo Editor

Opening doors to the
smell of garland, a hint of
cinnamon and bright LED
lights, Christmas decorations are what fill the J.
Scheidegger Center.
“We wanted to decorate
as much as possible this
year because this building
is the place where the public comes to,” said sopho-

more Kyle Long, the primary decorator.
“It puts you into the festive feeling, seeing the
lights and the trees on display.”
Long designed the decorations, decided where the
locations for the decorations would be and was
involved in putting up the
decorations.
Please see FPA, Page 8

Student-athlete advisory committee volunteers at Hall of Fame dinner
By Kelsey Biggs
Contributing Writer

Several of Lindenwood’s
Student-Athlete
Advisory
Committee (SAAC) members found that volunteering
has definite rewards when
they stepped up to participate at the St. Louis Sports

Hall of Fame Enshrinement
Dinner at the Millennium
Hotel in downtown St. Louis
Nov. 16.
The dinner was held to
honor some of St. Louis’s top
athletes, including Albert
Pujols, Marshall Faulk and
Jack Clark.
After assisting guests to

their tables, the SAAC members watched the program
and participated in honoring
the special guests.
“It was really exciting to
see Albert Pujols and Marshall Faulk. We all were star
struck when we walked by
them,” said SAAC President
Kelsey Jo Vogler.

“It’s an experience I’ll never forget.”
Lindenwood’s SAAC is
made up of 52 representatives, two from each of the
17 sports that will move to
NCAA Division II in the
next couple of years.
Every NCAA school is required to have a SAAC.

As stated on the NCAA’s
website, SAAC’s mission
statement is “to enhance the
total student-athlete experience by promoting opportunity, protecting studentathlete welfare and fostering
a positive student-athlete image.”
Representatives from each

sport are required to attend
all meetings. They are also
expected to be a liaison between the NCAA, and their
respective teams and should
inform their teams of any
rule changes or important
topics discussed during
meetings.
Please see SAAC, Page 8
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LU to host
Christmas
Walk Dec. 5
events will take place around
the campus.
President James Evans will
open ceremonies in Ayres
Lindenwood brings in the
Hall, where there will be the
holiday spirit with its fourth
making of Christmas cards
annual Christmas Walk
for U.S. troops. In Sibley
“Walk in the Winter Won- Chapel, all can enjoy and sing
derland” on Dec. 5 from 4-8 traditional Christmas carols.
p.m.
Parker Hall’s lounge will
While walking along the contain cooking, decoratdesignated route, one can ing and smores being made,
observe
the
held by Phi
many differLamba Phi.
ent decorated
“Last year we had McCluer
buildings.
Hall lounge
The sidewalks approximately
300 is where
will be lined people, and this year p i c t u r e s
with
small
we are hoping to dou- with Santa
bags that have
will take
candles lit in- ble that.”
place. Stoside to lead
ries with
students and
-Jennifer Swisher Mrs. Claus
guests to the
Committee chair will
take
buildings.
place
in
Lindenwood
Butler Listudents, as
brary. The
well as the entire St. Charles Quad will have a live nativcommunity, is invited to join ity and petting zoo.
the festivities that are free to
A new tradition is President
all.
Evans lighting a Christmas
The event is sponsored tree under the Spellmann
by the Lindenwood Student clock tower at 4 p.m. All stuAssociation and organized dent organizations wishing
primarily by the committee to participate in this event
chairs Jennifer Swisher and can have an ornament on the
tree.
Giang Tran.
“Last year we had approxiUpon arrival, students and
guests are asked to first reg- mately 300 people, and this
ister at the Spellmann Cen- year we are hoping to double
ter. After registering, many that,” Swisher said.
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By Andrea Scott and
Matthew Ratkowski
Contributing Writers

Legacy photo by Christie Blecher

A group of students in Young Hall works on a final for their science course. Professors have the option to give projects or presentations as finals.

Final types depend on course
By Sarah Fritsche
Staff Reporter

This semester, finals
week will be Monday, Dec.
6 through Friday, Dec.
10. To accommodate students, the Butler Library,
the Spellmann Center Connection and the Spellmann
Center computer lab have
extended hours.
During this week, the cafeteria will hold a midnight
breakfast, where students
join together to eat and enjoy music on Dec. 6 from 11
p.m. to 1 a.m.
Depending on the class,
the type of final exams will
differ. Some courses may

have tests, while others may
be projects or presentations.
Each professor uses different tactics to decide what
information is important
enough for the exam. “I
always default to information which is seminal and
foundational for informing
future studies in graduate
school or working in the
field,” said theatre professor
Donnell Walsh.
Professors who choose
to give exams make them
either cumulative or comprehensive. Cumulative exams focus on the information studied throughout the
whole semester; whereas
comprehensive exams fo-

cus on the material learned
after the last test taken in
the class.
Some professors like to
give exams in two separate parts. For example,
in professor Jeanie Thies’
criminology class, the students work in groups to
create a presentation about
crime control, as well as
write an individual essay.
The presentations are given
throughout the last days of
regularly scheduled courses
and finished on the scheduled exam day. “I don’t see
inherent value in memorizing theories, names of theorists, and dates when these
were formulated. What

matters to me is how can
a student take knowledge
about a theory of crime
causality, and use it to evaluate a particular crime control policy that may affect
them,” Theis said.
Projects or presentations
are a popular way that professors use for a final exam.
They are a way for students
to express themselves and
show the professor what they
have learned without being
restricted to set questions.
Most professors say that
they hope that the student
will gain an overall knowledge of the ideas discussed
in that class after taking the
final exam.

Catholic Student Union
provides bonfire, food
By Steven Kornfeld
Contributing Writer

Despite the breezy fall
weather, several Lindenwood
students gathered for a bonfire hosted by the Catholic
Student Union (CSU) on
Saturday, Nov. 20, from 7-11
p.m.
“It’s a little chilly, but it’s
so beautiful outside,” said
junior Gabrielle Blockton.
“You can see the moon very
clearly tonight.”
Similarly, CSU president
Amanda Bock said, “It’s
cold enough for people who
would want to come to a bonfire, but not too cold to where

people would stay away.”
The fire was held by the
lake behind Pfremmer Hall.
Students were treated to hotdogs and marshmallows that
they could skewer and toast
by the fire light. Hot cocoa
and apple cider also kept
people warm.
The event marked the
CSU’s third annual bonfire. “It’s probably the nicest
night we’ve had for it,” said
graduate student Natalie Orf.
Even with the size reduction, senior Brad Baumgarten enjoyed the evening. “It’s
so calming,” he said. “It is
very nice that we get to do

things like this on our campus.”
Between 30-40 people
turned out for the bonfire.
Some sat on blankets, watching the fire, while others
stood around chatting.
“It has a homey feel to it,”
said Blockton, describing
the scene. “Not a lot of people, but it’s more like close
friends.”
Bock was impressed by
the diversity of the attendees.
“There are CSU members
plus other people,” she said.
“They brought their friends,
and that’s what I was aiming
for as president of the CSU.”

Actor Stacy Keach visits LU,
speaks about valuable lessons
Open 24 Hours
Wi-Fi Available
10% Discount for
Lindenwood Students
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Served All Day

By Matt Korn
Entertainment Editor

Students packed Young
Auditorium Monday, Nov.
15, for an unusual learning
experience hosted by assistant communications professor Rift Fournier and actor
Stacy Keach. Keach was at
Lindenwood Sunday, Nov. 14
to accept a lifetime achievement award from Cinema St.
Louis.
The educational seminar
started with a 20 minute
reel highlighting Keach’s
achievements in cinema,
television and stage.
The two-hour plus discussion that followed the reel
was a combination of stories
that Keach and Fournier had,
along with questions from
students. Although some
material and advice was re-

iterated by Keach from the is something that can benefit
weekend ceremonies, the in- students along with what they
fusion of student interest en- are taught in classrooms.
ergized Keach’s answers.
“The principal reason my
Keach told students that friend Stacy came to St.
repetition is the only way to Louis was for the students,
become a success at some- not the award. We’re fortuthing.
nate that Dr. EvHe said, “If you
ans and Dr. Weitwant to be good,
zel are supportive
you’ll have to work
of efforts to bring
to get there.”
people like Stacy
He was quick to
to campus to share
warn theater stutheir experience,
dents that show
strength and hope
business is savage
to our students,”
and that they will Stacy Keach Fournier said.
need to get used
Some of Keach’s
to constant disapfuture projects inpointment, but he said they clude “Lights Out,” a boxshould also be disciplined ing drama on FX Network,
in tenacity and never give “Planes,” a Pixar animation
up.
about the life of airplanes
Fournier, who brought Ke- and “Other Desert Cities,”
ach to Lindenwood, believes which will debut on Broadthat this kind of experience way in 2011.
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Make school more
than just classes,
go outside element
I’ve been informed that this umns and that I was good at it
is the last column I will be writ- (though you probably can’t tell
ing in my college career. In the from this one).
next two weeks, I will finally
So good, in fact, that one
be receiving my Master’s and of the best columns I felt I’ve
moving on to that great gig in written caused 5,000 copies of
the sky… a real job.
the school paper to be stolen
To be honest, I didn’t even from the campus by a group of
realize it until the editor of The students who vehemently disLegacy mentioned it the other agreed with my views. It makes
day saying “Are you going out for one hell of a bar story.
with a bang for your final editoAll of those experiences at
rial ever?”
my former college allowed
That’s a bit more pressure me the opportunity to come to
than I expected for a usually Lindenwood as a graduate assimple editorial.
sistant.
Being
that
Other
than
this is my last
nominal lab fees
column,
I’d
and book, I have
like to use it
spent exactly
to give some
zero dollars on
small words of
my
graduate
wisdom, someeducation.
thing that is
And
this
Chris
Bennett
quite common
wouldn’t have
for student writbeen possible if
ers and their
I hadn’t taken
last news issue.
that first step of getting inIf I have learned one thing volved and stepping outside of
from my all too long college my element.
career, it’s that getting involved
This is what college is all
with activities outside of your about; taking risks and learnclasses and social life are of the ing what you are capable of.
utmost importance in obtain- But this is not possible if you
ing a full college experience.
don’t get involved in your
When I first started college, I school outside of class.
was a 19 year old kid at MizThere are a plethora of opzou. One transfer, two changes portunities for students to exin my major and a handful of perience and benefit from; you
classes later, I was asked by a just have to look for them.
former classmate if I wanted
In the end, you’ll gain job
to be the features editor for the skills, friends, resume material
school newspaper.
and, above all, memories, the
I had no experience in news only thing that humans have
writing, editing, assigning sto- that are truly their own.
ries, etc. Needless to say, I felt
Well, those are my words
unqualified and unprepared to of wisdom. Listen to them or
accept the job…but I did.
don’t. It’s up to you. Just don’t
Over the next two years I say no one ever told you.
learned how to delegate reAs a last note, I’d like to
sponsibilities, handle people, thank the one person who has
sharpened my writings skills read every column I’ve ever
and various other skills that, written, my father. His careful
believe it or not, employers guidance and vigilance in my
actually look for in candidates upbringing have made me who
when they hire.
I am today…and for that I am
I also found out that I truly forever grateful.
enjoyed writing opinion colEnjoy your winter break kids.

Finals, Facebook
just do not mix

With finals week approach- get overwhelmed.
“Finals week is hard, but
ing, Facebook provides an
outlet for distraction among it’s not forever,” Collins said.
For other students, dealing
LU students.
Finals week is one of the with Facebook and finals is
most stressful times for col- different.
Junior music major Sarah
lege students. Since Web
sites like Facebook have Owen has a different take.
“During finals week, I debeen around, it has caused
distraction among students lete my Facebook profile. It
helps me focus on my studies
everywhere.
A study done at Open Uni- and defeats the urge to check
versity in the Netherlands my profile,” Owens said.
For freshman students,
showed that students who
use Facebook have grades finals week is still the untwenty percent lower than known.
Freshman music major
students who don’t use FaceCamden Betbook.
tey explained
Professor
his thoughts
Paul Kirschne
on finals and
from the uniFacebook,
versity
said
“I managed
that processing
to do okay on
two streams
finals in high
of information
school. I check
could lead to
Robby
Baker
my Facebook
mistakes.
every day, but
Fa c eb o ok
I don’t see it as
has
also
reached younger generations a distraction.”
I expect college finals to
than collage students. Jessica Collins, junior educa- be harder than high school
tion major, says, “My brother ones, but I’m not worried,”
is a freshman in high school said Bettey.
The Facebook problem is
and he has had Facebook for
three years. When I was his making students not focus on
their studies.
age, Facebook didn’t exist.”
With groups on Facebook
When asked about how she
balances finals and Facebook like “I started to do my
she said, “I make sure I take homework, but I ended up
on Facebook” with almost 1
my Adderall.”
Collins also explained that million likes, this is surely a
she focuses on one task at a problem that will persist in
time and doesn’t let herself the upcoming years.

Current Events Corner
What final are you studying for the most and why?
“Patternmaking be-

“My art history class

cause it’s the most time
consuming. It’s a project
and a written final.”
—Alizeh Jumani,
junior

because it’s the only fi-

nal I have to study for.”
— Danielle Sarakas,
senior

“Media management
because it’s the toughest class in my major.”
—Adam Hermann,
senior

“Anatomy and physiology because I want to
keep my A I have now
and the test is cumulative.”

— Cody Ksioszk,

junior

“Business Law. It’s
for my minor. I’m not
too into business and
law is confusing no matter what context it’s in.”
— Clint Gersena,
senior

“American lit because
I haven’t been up on
the work as much as I
should have been.”
—Andy Reed, senior
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Take heart future graduates
This is a message to the up- system is a comfort zone.
coming graduates, both fall Most people are in school
and spring: Do not be afraid more or less for 20 of their
of the real world. That’s not first years of life, then sudto say it isn’t scary, because denly forced into the world.
it is. The world isn’t fair. It
I will say this. No amount
just isn’t. It will chew you of training or education can
up and spit you out. It will prepare you for what the
reject your every advance; world has to offer. You will
however, don’t give up.
possibly get rejected for
I know these things be- many jobs you apply or intercause I’ve been there. Before view for. Take all of this in
going back to school to finish stride and learn from it.
my undergradDon’t
let
uate degree, I
these
kinds
worked in the
of things dereal world for a
ter you from
few years. I’ve
reaching for
made
good
and attaining
money, travyour goals.
eled, and met
I feel like
awesome peothis message
Reggie Noble
ple. I’ve also
is an important
been rejected,
one to deliver.
laid off, broke,
There is no
and discouraged. I wouldn’t amount of college classes or
have it any other way.
learning from your parents
Now that I’m upon gradu- that can prepare you for what
ation and about to enter back the world has to offer. The
into the real world, I’m a lit- only, and best way, is to learn
tle intimidated. Since going on your own. Consider that
back to school, I’m realizing Life 101, and class is about to
how much the educational be in session. Good luck.

The ‘Real test’ begins now

The 2010 year is coming 2008 grads.
to a close and with it will be
Student Jake Hill is opthe end of a college career timistic about his chances.
for a few lucky graduates. “The market is going to get
December graduates are few better,” Hill said. “I have
worked hard these last four
and far between.
G radu at ion
years. It may
take some time
is the culmination of 16 years
but I am going
to find a job.”
of education
There will
and hesitation
about trying
always be jobs
to find a job in
and the econa weak economy is bound
to pick up, but
omy.
About
Tyler Dolph
who
knows
2.4
million
students will
how long that
graduate with
will
take.
degrees as part of the Class Some people say that once
of 2010, says the National the baby boomers retire there
Center for Education Statis- will be more than enough
tics. The graduates will go jobs available, and there will
head-to-head not only with be jobs we could not even
fellow classmates but also imagine for majors that have
with laid-off workers, finan- not been invented. But what
cially strapped retirees and about now? Your guess is as
still-unemployed 2009 and good as mine.
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Scottish & Farfray by Wes Murrell

St. Charles area presents
holiday festivities, events
By Holly Hoechstenbach
Staff Reporter

Courtesy photo

The Ghost of Christmas Future prepares for a bone chilling act in LU’s version of “A Christmas Carol.”

Costumes tell ‘Christmas’ tale
hats last year and some cloaks to ‘freshen
up’ the look of the show,” Northcott said.
“We also add new or different trim to
The classic story, “A Christmas Carol,” costumes, but each year we end up buildreturns for a second weekend Dec. 2-4 in ing several completely new outfits.”
the Bezemes Family Theater with cosA new Mrs. Cratchit outfit was made
tumes old and new. Costume Manager while the one from last year is now
Donna Northcott helps bring the magic of on one of the Cratchit daughters. The
Charles Dickens’ story to a higher level.
Christmas Past ghost
After producing the
has a new look with
play for almost 30 years,
a different hat, cape
the Lindenwood cast
After producing the and jacket. New
reuses most of the coscostumes were also
tumes from over the play for almost 30 made for Old Joe,
years, but some require years, the Lindenwood two tailcoats and
changes.
cast reuses most of the five vests for men at
Different sizes are
Fred’s party, dressneeded, costumes be- costumes from over the es for two female
come worn out and years, but some require Christmas carolers,
eventually a higher stanand a doll outfit to
different changes.
dard develops.
look like the Christ“Now that we have
mas Past ghost.
such a beautiful new
New characters were
theatre to perform in, we
added to the play, reneed to create even better sets and cos- quiring new costumes, including seven
tumes,” Northcott said. “Audiences will apparitions, a rich woman, a rich child, a
expect really attractive costumes in such doll maker, a cider vendor, a watchmaker,
three sled girls and an undertaker.
a professional environment.”
In total, 60 actors and actresses needed
The project started in early October beoutfits,
but only 20 use just one costume.
fore the play was cast. With the help of
Northcott’s graduate assistant, Wes Jen- The rest have two or more.
The old and new can be seen at 7:30 p.m.
kins, and around 10 Work and Learn students, the play’s costumes were touched Thursday, Friday and Saturday. For more
up or even in some cases recreated.
information and ticket prices, visit http://
“We built about a dozen new women’s www.lindenwood.edu/center.
By Mikayla Francese
Contributing Writer

As the crisp winter air settles in, holiday
hits such as “Jingle Bell Rock” take over radio stations and Christmas lights glisten on
the trees and rooftops. Despite the cold, the
holiday season offers many fun-filled festivities to take part in. Bundle up and get into
the season’s spirit with these holiday activities in and around St. Charles.
While making holiday plans, stop by Historic Main Street in St. Charles for an oldfashioned, traditional Christmas celebration.
Stroll down streets of sparkling lights while
encountering storybook characters, Victorian carolers and Santas from different parts
of the world. Take a break at one of Main
Street’s restaurants or wineries or drop in a
shop for some holiday shopping.
During your trip to Main Street, don’t forget ice skating at Frontier Park. Located off
Riverside Drive by the Missouri riverfront,
enjoy the holiday atmosphere while gliding
along to Christmas melodies. The outdoor
ice rink is open Nov. 26 through Jan. 2. Admission is $7 for adults, $6 for students with
an I.D. and $6 for seniors and children under 12. All admission is cash only and skate
rental is $6. For more information visit www.
stcharleschristmas.com.
For an array of more than a million sparkling lights, visit the Celebration of Lights,
a drive-through light display held inside Fort

Zumwalt Park in O’Fallon. A tradition since
1991, each holiday scene is created and sponsored by nearby organizations, churches and
businesses. 					
The scenic drive is one mile long and takes
about 20 minutes. Celebration of Lights is
open Nov. 26 through Dec. 30, but is closed
on Dec. 25. Monday nights are reservations only. Viewing choices include driving
through, walking, carriage rides, or train and
sleigh rides. The nightly cost is $9 for cars
and $15 for vans. For more information call
636 379 5614 or visit www.ofallon.mo.us/
dept_tourism.htm.
A tradition since 1982, the annual Candlelight Christmas Walk in Augusta provides
visitors with a small town cheerfulness
feel. As the streets sparkle with more than
1,500 lights, a free trolley shuttle takes individuals sightseeing around town. 		
Sing Christmas carols at the Ebenezer United
Church of Christ, drop by a number of specialty stores full of unique jewelry and handcrafted gifts, have dinner in a quaint restaurant, sip distinctive wine in a winery or warm
up at the Town Square bonfire with chestnuts
roasting and hot chocolate. Horse-drawn carriages are also offered. 				
The Candlelight Christmas Walk only occurs two days: Fri., Dec. 3 and 10 from 5 to
10 p.m. For more information visit www.
augusta-chamber.org and look under events.

LUTV provides new programs
By Tom Ostertag
Contributing Writer

New programs are making
the way to the weekly lineup
on LUTV.
“Artful” is a show about
arts in the area, both on and
off campus. “The show covers anything from fine art to
performing art to media art
to written art,” said “Artful”
producer Lindsie Arbeiter.
The goal of the program is
to appeal to Lindenwood art
majors, and those just interested in art, Arbeiter said.
“Artful” episodes have included special guests and
performances from several

different genres of art. “We
had some dancers come on,
and perform a “Dirty Dancing” skit, that they performed
downtown in St. Louis,” Arbeiter said. “Rather than sitting, talking about the arts,
we’re seeing it in action.”
LUTV also features a new
film show, “Reel Talk.” Show
host Brett Figus said, “It’s by
people who love movies, for
people who love movies.”
The show discusses upcoming, current, and past films.
Figus said that one of their
goals is to tell the viewer
how good a new film is, before they spend money to see
it.

LUTV is also expanding
in other areas. Peter Carlos,
director of programming for
LUTV, said “We are going
to try to bring in some new
sports like tennis and ping
pong.” “We’re also revamping all the shows with their
openings and graphics,” Carlos said.
LUTV can be seen on channel 26 on campus, and Charter Communications channel
989 in the St. Charles area, as
well as online at lindenwood.
edu/lutv.
For more information
about programming, contact
Peter Carlos at pcarlos@lindenwood.edu.
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My Take

An unfortunate end to a season
that showed a lot of promise

Legacy photo by Lauren Kastendieck

Running back Denodus O’Bryant finds a hole made by the O-line in the Nov. 20 playoff game against SFU.

Lions football falls in first round
By Alex Jahncke
Sports Editor

The Lindenwood Lions
had their season brought to
an abrupt end Saturday after a 46-38 loss to the Saint
Francis University (SFU)
Cougars in the first round
of the NAIA playoffs. They
finished their season with a
9-2 record.
“Well, we battled hard for
60 minutes,” Head Coach
Patrick Ross said. “I still
feel that we have the best in
the country, we just couldn’t
catch a break there at the

end.
The Lions kicked off
to start the game, and
the defense made a quick
three and out, which gave
Staback and the offense a
chance at the first score.
It only took eight plays for
Jamere Holland to take a
catch 56 yards for a touchdown. SFU answered back
quickly with a score of
their own. This would be
the course of the game until the fourth quarter with
the score tied 38-38. The
Cougars were kept out of
the endzone for the first

time of the second half, so
they were forced to attempt
a 19 yard field goal.
The Lions caught a break
when the ball went wide
right.
The Lions took possession at their 20 yard line
with a chance to take the
lead. They started moving
the ball, thanks to a pass
interference flag.
Two plays later, Staback
was rushed and lost control
of the ball. He fumbled and
it was quickly recovered by
SFU.
Please see Football, Page 7

In journalism, there is an disappointed players and
unwritten rule that states: coaches. I felt really out of
Don’t get close to your place. I thought maybe I
sources. I have to say; up to should give them time. Then
this point, I feel that I have I thought about that unwritdone well following that rule. ten rule, so I stayed.
That is, until the conclusion
I was there for almost 15
of the Lions 2010 football minutes while the players
season.
were letting the loss sink
You see, as I was watching in. They all huddled up as a
the first round of the NAIA team and then broke up into
playoffs, it really never oc- their respective positions.
curred to me that the Lions
As things were settling
would lose. They had it all: down, I was asked who I
a strong defense, an unstop- wanted to interview. I quickpable running back core and ly answered with, “coach
a quarterback with a lot of Ross and quarterback Philip
receiving weapons.
Staback.”
All season they crushed
I was lucky because they
their opponents with the ex- were together talking. I
ception of one loss that came watched and waited as they
to a very qualiwere standing
fied
MidAmthere. Then it
erica Nazarene
occurred to me
“People see
team.
football players that this would
At the start of
be the last time
as cocky jocks that they would
the game, they
looked as if they and quarterbacks talk on the field
would be the
as player and
as egocentric
same old Lions,
coach.
jerks,
but
that
is
until Saint FranIt’s hard to
cis Quarterback quite the opposite grasp
how
Shaine Tierney
meaningful
for Staback.”
really got going.
this
moment
Now I won’t go
really is unless
into the details,
you have been
that’s what the
an athlete. As
actual story is for, but I will a player, it is priceless and
describe the atmosphere of something that you hold on
the press box at the end of the to forever.
game.
I had my questions ready
All season we would not as Staback approached me.
have to put much interest into We went to shake hands, but
the game because the Lions it quickly turned into a hug.
were always ahead in points It was then that I threw the
comfortably, but in the last “unwritten rule” out the winfive minutes, we were all on dow.
our feet.
I have really followed the
After a missed field goal, Lions closely the last two
LU finally had a chance to years, and in those two years
make a drive for the win. it was Staback who made
Only five plays into the sure he always gave me the
drive, they fumbled not only time of day to get a quick
the ball, but essentially their interview. The guy holds
season.
countless LU records and has
A few plays later, SFU led the Lions to two playoff
scored the winning touch- births. Honestly, to me that
down, sealing the Lions’ fate. means next to nothing comAs I went down on the field pared to the type of person
to get my final interviews, I he is.
was surrounded by the very
People see football players

Alex Jahncke
Sports Editor

as cocky jocks and quarterbacks as egocentric jerks,
but it is quite the opposite for
Staback.
The moment before the final interview with Staback
was when I realized I was
in fact attached to this team.
I can’t lie when I say it was
hard to see this team lose, but
I will also say they played
their hearts out and never
gave up.
You have to give Saint
Francis all the credit in the
world. They were prepared
for everything, and it was
clear that they studied the Lions very well.
Still, the Lions came so
far and should be applauded
for their efforts this season.
All the seniors deserve to be
recognized as great athletes.
It is a shame that this is their
final season here at LU because they have all given so
much to the team.
I will miss following the
likes of Nick Tepea, Matt
Bramow and Dan Carlisle.
The list goes on and on. The
Lions will be graduating a
total of 14 seniors this year.
Next year will still be
promising, as they will return David Ortega, who is
a very capable quarterback
and, of course, running back
Denodus O’Bryant. There is
also no doubt that they will
also bring in more talent after recruiting, but that is next
year. At this point I’d just
really like to highlight what
they accomplished this year.
All the coaches and players
put a heck of a lot of work in,
and they deserve recognition
for it.

Hollander: Dream job
By Kramer Soderberg
Contributing Writer

The Lindenwood men’s
basketball team has added
two division one transfers,
a 6’11’’ junior transfer and
two promising freshmen to
this year’s team. But perhaps the most important
addition to the 2010 men’s
basketball team is new assistant coach Terry Hollander. “I have been wanted to
coach college basketball for
a long time,” Hollander said,
“but being able to coach
at Lindenwood is a dream
come true.”
Hollander is no stranger
to St. Charles athletics or
anything involving the city.
He spent his entire life in St.
Charles and has been a member of the St. Charles City
Council for two years. After
graduating from Duchesne
High School (DHS) and receiving his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from Truman State University, he got
his first coaching job at his
high school alma mater.
After two years of assistant coaching at DHS,
Hollander got his first head
coaching job at St. Charles

West (SCW), where he also
coached JV football and
golf. During his 30 years
as head coach at SCW, Hollander compiled a record of
549-279. He led the Warriors to the school’s only
state championship in 1995,
a second place finish in
2008, and finished third in
1994 and 2003. His teams
were also conference champions 15 times and district
champions 12 times. Hollander was also inducted
into the Missouri Basketball
Coaches Association Hall of
Fame in 2008.
After 30 years of high
school basketball, Hollander
says he’s had no problem
moving to the college level.
“I think my 30 plus years as
a high school coach in the St.
Louis/St. Charles area helps
me quite a bit when moving
to the college level. Not only
does my knowledge of high
school players and coaches
help with recruiting, but I
also hope I can use my many
ties in the St. Charles community to help bring fans
and raise money,” he said.
Hollander also said that
having coached players
who went on to play in col-

lege basketball helped him
understand how recruitment
works. “With players like
Ryan and Troy Robertson
(former SCW stars who went
on to play at Kansas and
SLU), “you learn very quickly how competitive college
recruiting is and how important it is to get your program’s name into the player’s
mind early on.”
Along with 30 years of basketball knowledge, Hollander brings enthusiasm that
can spark a program to the
top. “I’m so excited to be at
Lindenwood, coaching under
Coach Brad Soderberg and
being able to be around this
great group of guys. Knowing that we have a team that
can compete for a championship this year gives me even
more excitement.”
Soderberg says he’s even
more happy to have Hollander on his staff. “Quality stands the test of time,”
Soderberg said. “Terry Hollander fits that quote perfectly.
Anyone who stays in a career for 30-plus years has
proven himself in every possible way. We are very lucky
to have Coach Hollander in
our program.”
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LU bowling is
still rolling

bowling won their second team championship of
the season. Junior Crystal
Lindenwood bowling con- Brooks took fifth place avertinues its success this season aging 202.6, earning her the
after another individual win All-Tournament Team honor.
Lindenwood men were
from sophomore Amanda
Greene and top five finishes the runners up at the Strikfor the men’s and women’s ing Knights falling to Moreteam at the SI Elite Invite head State. Brad Miller, juon Nov. 13-14 in Fairview nior, finished highest for LU
men in sixth place averaging
Heights, Ill.
Senior Jenny Petzoldt aver- 202.6.
In preparation for the upaged 193 to finish sixth, one
coming
tournaments, Klann
pin shy of All-Tournament
said
“we
need to make sure
Team honors. The women’s
we make our spares and
team
came
make
good
in third place
shots to keep
and less than
“We need to
us in the pockforty pins beet.”
hind winners make sure we
The
Lions
Wichita State make our spares
are scheduled
University and
two more tourand make good
runners-up
naments before
M c K e n d r e e shots to keep us in
winter break.
University.
the pocket.”
National Team
The men’s
—RJ Klann Match Games
team finished
is held Nov.
fifth with a
26-27 in Fairtotal score of
view Heights,
8,594. McKendree men took Ill. This event is labeled as
the championship title scor- a Tier-1 Tournament, one of
ing 8,790.
the more important events on
Individually, the men had the yearly schedule.
two team members named
On Dec. 4-5, Lindenwood
to the All-Tournament Team. teams will travel to Town
Sophomore Dan Lemiesz and Country Bowl in Rock
averaged 207.4 to finish Island, Ill. for the Leatherfourth while senior RJ Klann neck Classic to finish out the
averaged 206.4 finishing semester.
fifth. Also in the top 10 was
In the most recent rankjunior Jordan Roche averag- ings, Lindenwood men are
ing 200.3 for the weekend.
named second in the nation
At the Striking Knights by
collegebowling.com’s
Classic in Louisville, Ky. team ranking system. The
on Nov. 20-21, LU women’s women are ranked third.
By Jamie Faust
Contributing Writer

Mens Football
9/2 Evangel University (Mo.) W
68-7
9/11 Central Methodist University
(Mo.) 69-7
9/18 Missouri Valley College 45-27
9/25 MidAmerica Nazarene University (Kan.) L 26-20
10/2 Avila University (Mo.) W 53-9
10/9 Baker University (Kan.) W
48-14
10/16 Culver-Stockton College
(Mo.) W 90-19
10/30 Benedictine College (Kan.)
W 40-24
11/6 Graceland University (Iowa)
W 77-33
11/13 William Jewell College (Mo.)
W 29-18

Mens Tennis
9/10 HAAC Fall Tournament
9/17 University of Illinois 3:30
p.m.
9/21
Maryville University 4
p.m.
9/24 ITA Regional
10/15 ITA Small College Nationals

Womens Tennis
9/10-11 HAAC Fall Tournament
9/17 University of Illinois 3:30
p.m.
9/22
Maryville University. 4
p.m.
9/24-25 ITA Regional
10/15-17 All Day ITA Small
College Nationals Mobile, Ala

Womens Field
Hockey
8/28 Missouri State University L
7-1

Legacy photo by Alysha Miller

The team won the opening round against Freed-Hardeman, 25-21, 29-27 and 25-19. They played on Nov. 30 in Sioux City, Iowa against Biola.

Lady Lions advance in NAIA tourney
By Issa David
Staff Reporter

The Lady Lions advance
to the second round of the
NAIA National tournament
with their win over FreedHardeman on Nov. 20 at the
Hyland Arena.
They won in straight sets,
25-21, 29-27 and 25-19.
“The main thing is we won
and are moving on,” Coach
Ron Young said.
Junior Ellen Fandry had
12 kills and 13 digs to lead
the Lady Lions. The team
struggled in the second set,
but pulled away 29-27, “our
communication was not
good and it led to our serve
receive passing and defense
to break down,” Young

said.
three blocks. “Our setter’s
Senior Krista Yoder had and hitters had an outstand11 kills and juniors Kristy ing match,” Young said.
Dreisewerd and Katie WeOn Tuesday Nov. 30,
ber, along with sophomore the Lady Lions will begin
Erin Anselman had nine pool play at Sioux City,
putaways
Iowa. Their
each. Weopponents in
ber
also
pool F will
“Our team will
had three
be #6 Califorblocks. Ju- need to be at a high
nia Baptist,
nior Kelsey level to compete
#7 Biola and
Biggs had
and
beat
those
#21 Bellevue.
27 assists,
The Lady Lithree aces teams.”
ons rank #21.
and eight
—Coach Young The top two
digs
and
advance into
senior Alin the single
exandria
Malam had 17 assists. Se- elimination bracket, which
nior Alyssa Showers had will take place on Dec. 3.
nine digs and freshman The Lady Lions are #1 in
Megan Dillion recorded the nation in kills and as-

SCOREBOARD
8/29 University of Missouri L 4-2
9/4 Hendrix College W 3 - 1
9/5 DePauw University L 6 - 0.
9/11 Hendrix College W 2 - 1
9/18 Wittenberg University L 3 - 2.
9/19 Trine University W 7 - 0
9/25 Bellarmine University 11 a.m.
9/26 Rhodes College 1 p.m.
10/1 Ohio Wesleyan University 10
a.m.
10/3 Denison University 11 a.m.
10/24 Bellarmine University 1 p.m.
10/30 Trine University Angola, IN
6 p.m.
10/31 University of Missouri 1 p.m.

Womens Ice
Hockey
10/9- Robert Morris College (Ill.)
W 2-0
10/10- Robert Morris College
(Ill.) W 6-1
10/17- Michigan State University
W 2-0
10/18- Michigan State University
12 p.m.
10/24- Western Michigan University 6 p.m.
10/25- Western Michigan University 12 p.m.
10/31- University of Michigan
TBA
11/1- University of Michigan
TBA
11/7- Grand Valley State University 7 p.m.
11/8- Grand Valley State University 12 p.m.
11/13- Bethel University 5 p.m.
11/14- College of St. Catherine
5 p.m.
11/19- Liberty University 9:20
p.m.
11/20- Liberty University 2 p.m.
11/21- University of Colorado 6
p.m.
11/22- University of Colorado 12

Mens Basketball
Lion Pride Classic
11/5 McKendree University 8 p.m.
11/6 Southern Nazarene University
(Okla.) 4 p.m.
11/12 Concordia Seminary 7 p.m.
11/16 Mid-Continent University
(Ky.) 7 p.m.
11/20 Maryville University 2 p.m.
11/30 Missouri Baptist University
7 p.m.
12/2
Culver-Stockton College
(Mo.) 7:30 p.m.
12/4 Baker University (Kan.) 4 p.m.
12/9 Evangel University (Mo.) 7:30
p.m.
12/14 East-West University 7 p.m.
Robert Morris Classic
12/17 Robert Morris College 7:30
p.m.
12/18
Rocky Mountain College
(Mont.) 2 p.m.
1/3 Central Bible College 7 p.m.
1/6 Missouri Valley College 7:30
p.m.
1/8 Graceland University (Iowa)
4 p.m.
1/10 Avila University (Mo.) 7:30
p.m.
1/13 Central Methodist University
(Mo.) 7:30 p.m.
1/15 MidAmerica Nazarene University (Kan.) 4 p.m.
1/22 William Jewell College (Mo.)
4 p.m.
1/24 Benedictine College (Kan.)
7:30 p.m.
1/27
Culver-Stockton College
(Mo.) 7:30 p.m.
1/29
Baker University (Kan.) 4
p.m.
2/3 Evangel University (Mo.) 7:30
p.m.
2/5 Benedictine College (Kan.) 4
p.m.

Mens/Womens
Table Tennis
9/18-19/2010
B a d g e r
Open
9/25-26/2010
LU September
Open
10/9-10/2010
B e r n a r d
Hock
10/16/2010
Celluloid
Shootout Open
11/7/2010
NCTTA Regional Championship
11/13-14/2010
Highland
Open
2/5/2011
NCTTA Regional Championship

Mens Cycling
8/27- MWCCC MTB Race (Aug.
27-30)
8/28- Road Bike Gateway Cup
9/4- MWCCC MTB Race (Sept.
4-6)
9/11- MWCCC MTB Regional
(Sept. 11-13)
9/13- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
9/18- MWCCC MTB Regional

(Sept. 18-20)
9/19- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
9/24- USA Cycling Track Bike Collegiate Nationals (Sept. 24-24)
9/28- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
10/3- Mountain Bike Mizzou Regionals (Oct. 3-4)
10/11- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
10/15- USA Cycling Mountain Bike
Collegiate Nationals (Oct. 15-18)
10/18- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
(Oct. 18-19)
11/2- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
11/8- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
11/15- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
11/22- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
11/29- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
12/6- MWCCC Cyclo Cross Race
MO Stat Championship
12/10- USA Cycling Cyclo Cross
Collegiate Nationals (Dec. 10-13)

Mens/Womens
Bowling
10/2-3 40th Hammer Midwest Collegiate
10/16-17 Orange and Black Classic
10/30-31 Boilermaker Classic West
11/6-7 Brunswick Southern Classic
11/13-14 SI Elite Invitational
11/20-21 Knights Classic
11/26-27 Match Games
12/4-5 Leatherneck Classic
1/15-16 Hoinke Bearcat Classic
1/22-23 Blue and Gold Classic
1/29-30 Lindenwood Lions Shark/
Chameleon Classic
2/5-6 McKendree Baker Challenge
2/19-20 Hoosier Classic
3/11 ITC Singles Sectional Qualifiers TBA
3/12-13 ITC Team Sectional Qualifier TBA
4/1-3 NAIA Showcase
4/20-23 USBC Intercollegiate
Team National Championships

Womens Volleyball
8/19 Alumni Scrimmage 7 p.m.
8/21 HAAC Scrimmages
8/23 Lindenwood Scrimmage
Point Loma Nazarene Tournament
8/27 Concordia University L 3-0
8/27
William Jessup University
W 3-0
8/28
Point Loma Nazarene University W 3-0
8/28 California Baptist University
L 3-0
9/1
Hannibal-LaGrange College
(Mo.) W 3-0
Columbia Tournament
9/3 Wiley College (Texas) W 3 - 0.
9/3 Columbia College (Mo.) L 3 - 0
9/4 University of Texas at Brownsville L 3 - 1
9/7 Central Methodist University
W3-0
Graceland Tournament - W 3 - 0, W
3 - 0, L 3 - 1, W 3 - 2
9/14 Evangel University (Mo.) L
3-1
Olivet Nazarene Tournament - W 3
- 0, L 3 - 2, W 3- 0, W 3 - 1.
Bellevue Tournament - 9/24 - 9/25
9/28
Culver-Stockton College
(Mo.) 7 p.m.

Lindenwood Classic
10/1 Baker University (Kan.) 7
p.m.
10/2 Columbia College (Mo.) 12
p.m.
10/2 Missouri Baptist University
4 p.m.
10/9 Benedictine College (Kan.)
2:30 p.m.
10/12 MidAmerica Nazarene University 7 p.m.
Lindenwood Invitational
10/15 Avila University (Mo.) 3
p.m.
10/15-16 Lindenwood Invitational
10/21 William Woods University
(Mo.) 7 p.m.
10/26
William Jewell College
(Mo.) 7 p.m.
McKendree Tournament
10/29-30 McKendree University
11/2 Missouri Valley College 7:30
p.m.
11/3 Maryville University 7 p.m.
HAAC Tournament
11/6-13 HAAC Tournament

Womens Basketball
11/3 Lindenwood University-Belleville 6 p.m.
11/6 Harris-Stowe State University (Mo.) 2 p.m.
11/9 McKendree University 7
p.m.
11/13 Missouri Baptist University
6 p.m.
11/18 Columbia College (Mo.) 7
p.m.
11/20 Harris-Stowe State University
(Mo.) 12 p.m.
11/23 Hannibal-LaGrange College
(Mo.) 7 p.m.

11/29 Fisk University 6 p.m.

1/6 Missouri Valley College 5:30
p.m.
1/8 Graceland University (Iowa) 2
p.m.
1/10 Avila University (Mo.) 5:30
p.m.
1/13 Central Methodist University
(Mo.) 5:30 p.m.
1/15 MidAmerica Nazarene University (Kan.) 2 p.m.
1/20 Saint Louis College of Pharmacy (Mo.) 7 p.m.
1/22 William Jewell College (Mo.)
2 p.m.
1/24 Benedictine College (Kan.)
5:30 p.m.
1/27 Culver-Stockton College (Mo.)
5:30 p.m.
1/29 Baker University (Kan.) 2 p.m.
2/3 Evangel University (Mo.) 5:30
p.m.
2/5 Benedictine College (Kan.) 2
p.m.
2/7 Fisk University 7 p.m.
2/10 Missouri Valley College 5:30
p.m.
2/12 Graceland University (Iowa)
2 p.m.
2/14 Avila University (Mo.) 5:30
p.m.
2/17 Central Methodist University
(Mo.) 5:30 p.m.
2/19 MidAmerica Nazarene University (Kan.) 2 p.m.
2/26 William Jewell College (Mo.)
2 p.m.

sists and rank top 10 in
blocks and digs. “Our team
play will need to be at high
level to compete and beat
those teams,” Young said.
The team played Cal Baptist early in the season and
lost in straight sets. Young
said they ran the fastest
offense they have seen all
year. They beat Bellevue
and have not faced Biola.
The Lady Lions have a
tough pool play with two
teams ranked in the top 10.
They must win twice to advance. In Sioux City, Iowa,
they faced Biola first yesterday, then they play Cal
Baptist and finish pool play
on tonight with Bellevue.

Roller Hockey
10/22 University of Missouri - St.
Louis W 9-0
10/23 Missouri S & TW 8-1
10/24 Illinois State University
W 11-1
11/5 Saint Louis UniversityW 10-0
11/6 Missouri State University
W 6-4
11/6 Saint Louis College of Pharmacy (Mo.) W 10-0
11/6 St. Charles Community CollegeW 12-3
11/7 Maryville UniversityW 12-2
11/13 Truman State University
W 10-0
11/14 Southeast Missouri State University W 10-0
11/14 St. Louis Community College-Meramec W 10-0
1/29 Western Illinois University
1:00 p.m.
1/29 Southern Illinois University
3:00 p.m.
1/30 University of Illinois 11:00 am

Mens Hockey
9/24 Davenport University (Mich.)
W 3-2 SO
9/25 Davenport University (Mich.)
L 2-3
10/1 University of Central Oklahoma W 6-2
10/2 University of Central Oklahoma W 5-1
10/8
Oklahoma University W
3-2
10/9 Oklahoma University W
7-2
10/22 Indiana University W 8-0
10/23 Indiana University W 7-1
10/29 Kent State University W
4-3
10/30 Kent State University W
11-0
11/5 Oklahoma University W
5-4
11/6 Oklahoma University W
8-3
11/12 University of Illinois W
6-3
11/13 University of Illinois W
4-1
11/19 Arizona State University W
7-2
11/20 Arizona State University W
7-3
12/3 Iowa State University 7:30 p.m.
12/4 Iowa State University 8:00
p.m.
1/7 University of Illinois
7:30 p.m.
1/8 University of Illinois
4:00 p.m.
1/14 Robert Morris College (Ill.)
7:30 p.m.
1/15 Robert Morris College (Ill.)
4:00 p.m.
1/21 University of Central Oklahoma 7:30 p.m.
1/22 University of Central Oklahoma 4:00 p.m.
1/28 Ohio University 7:30 p.m.
1/29 Ohio University 7:30 p.m.
2/4
Indiana University 7:30
p.m.
2/5
Indiana University 4:00
p.m.
2/11 Iowa State University 7:30
p.m.
2/12 Iowa State University 4:00
p.m.
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With lots of time, Lions quarterback Philip Staback rolls out to find a receiver. Staback ended the season with 3,329 yards and 34 touchdowns.

Football
Continued from Page 5
The ball was quickly
moved down the field. The
short drive was capped off
with a 15-yard touchdown
through the air. They added
on the two-point conversion
to make the score 46-38 in
favor of SFU. With 17 seconds left on the clock, the
Lions were unable to answer back.
The game was a back
and forth shoot out by the
offenses, as they were led
by their respective quarterbacks.
In the end, the Lions
could not contain Saint
Francis’s
quarterback,
Shaine Tierney, as he was
able to account for five total
touchdowns.

Most of his work was
done on the ground, running for 81 yards and four
touchdowns.
LU’s quarterback, Philip
Staback, had a great game
in his own right. He also
accounted for five touchdowns and 354 passing
yards.
“We gave everything
we could,” Staback said.
“There is not much you
can say about a loss. Especially a loss like this, being
so close. I think everyone
played so hard.”
The Lions leading receiver, Matt Bramow, was held
to one catch for 27 yards.
This was his worst game all
year. His only other game
without at least 48 yards

or a touchdown was in the
loss against MidAmerica
Nazarene. Bramow will be
one of 14 seniors that will
be graduating.
“I feel bad for them,”
Ross said. “With high expectations, to lose abruptly,
makes it tough. You don’t
prepare for your last game
when you’re good like that.
Those guys didn’t really get
to enjoy their last game.”
Though many seniors
have seen their last bit of
the playing aspect of football, a few are looking forward to the possibility of
coaching in the future.
“I’m hoping to come
back and coach next year,”
Staback said. “It just sucks,
I’m not going to pad up

again.
But, as long as I am able
to be there next year to
help out the quarterbacks,
that would be OK. Still,
truthfully it just really
sucks.”
Next year will be a new
year, and the Lions have a
lot of talent returning including star running backs
Denodus O’Bryant and
Nate Orlando.
“We will definitely come
back with the people we
have and reload,” Ross said.
“We will hopefully be a
force in the future as well,
but right now you just can’t
help and feel bad for those
guys that just played their
last game. I wish we could
have sent them out better.”

Continued from Page 1
2008 Olympic track and
Football lost this year in field team. Both competed
the first round of the NAIA in Beijing. McLellend fell
playoffs, 46-38 to Saint one shot shy of making it
Francis University.
to the finals. Thomas failed
In addition, women’s vol- to make it past the prelimileyball advanced to pool nary round.
play in the national tourSeveral players have also
nament this year. They gone on to play professionplay in Souix City, Iowa on ally. Creer has overseen
Nov. 31 against Biola.
most of the titles.
Lindenwood’s
three
He has been the Dean
hockey teams, men’s and of Athletics for 10 years.
women’s ice hockey and Nine of the 10 NAIA titles
roller hockey
have come
have won 14
under his
national titles.
watch.
“Each year we
“To be inLU has
ducted [in the have more student also placed
Hall of Fame] athletes seeking us in the top
is a great honout as their choice 10 in the
or,” said roller
NAIA Difor
a
university
and
hockey coach
rectors
hockey.”
Ron Beilsten.
Cup every
The men’s
year under
hockey team
In
—Coach O’Mara Creer.
has won two
the last 10
straight titles.
years, LU
This
year
has
won
they have a new coach in 134 conference titles.
Rick Zombo and are 13-1
“The
recognition
on the year.
Lindenwood received was
Women’s ice hockey has a very big deal,” Creer
won four overall and three said.
straight titles, and they are
With the many titles
13-1-1 on the year.
awarded, the move into
“Each year we have more NCAA division II would
and more student athletes be expected. With great
seeking us out as their NAIA success, LU is now
choice for a university and ready to move forward.
hockey,” O’Mara said.
There will be 17 sports
LU athletics has also that will join the MIAA
produced two Olympians, conference in 2012. In
Sean McLelland, a member 2011, the sports will not
of the 2008 Olympic skeet compete for any confershooting team and Donald ence or national championThomas, a member of the ships until 2012.
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NBS
Continued from Page 1
“These are the most competitive divisions at both the
regional and national convention. I was able to put
items on my resume that
showed that I had professional quality skills without necessarily having professional
experience.”
In 1999, 2000 and 2001, the
NBS Chapters won National
NBS Chapter of the year.
This coming year, the NBS

Dec. 1, 2010

Alpha Sig Fundraiser

Chapter is hoping to win the
Regional and National NBS
Chapter of the year titles, and
this all starts with the members.
“We need to be a model
chapter. NBS-AERho won
National Chapter of the year
three years in a row, and I’d
like to see us get back to that
point,” Nicolai said. “I think
the members we have this
year will be the ones to do
it.”

SAAC
Continued from Page 1
a positive effect on and off
The SAAC committee campus. Members will colmembers are also respon- lect new, unwrapped toys
sible to bring any questions for the annual Toys for Tots
or concerns raised by team- campaign Thursday, Dec. 2,
mates to the SAAC com- during the basketball doumittee.
The
ble-headSAAC
has
er
with
been an inC u lve rstr umental
Stockton.
The
SAAC
commitpart in LinAnyone
d e n w o o d ’ s tee members are also d o n a t i n g
t r a n s i t i o n responsible to bring a toy will
from NAIA to any questions or con- get a free
NCAA Diviticket to
cerns
raised
by
teamsion II.
the
Jan.
SAAC mem- mates to the SAAC 15
doubers recently committee.
ble-headcompiled
a
er
with
Li ndenwood
MidAmSpor tsmanerica Nazship Policy to
arene.
be included
On Dec.
in the Lindenwood Student 12, SAAC members will also
Handbook. The current volunteer for Dream Factory,
handbook does not provide a non-profit organization
a code of sportsmanship or devoted to granting dreams
ethics student athletes must of children with chronic illabide by. The policy was ap- nesses. For more informaproved by President Evans tion, contact the athletic deand will take effect in the partment or e-mail Vogler at
2011-2012 school year.
KJV463@lionmail.lindenSAAC continues to have wood.edu.

Legacy photos by Matt Korn

(Above photo) Alpha Sigma Phi members (from left to right) Ben
Crowder, Joseph Nickrent and Dylan Jiminez collect donations from
students Daniel Hayward (left) and Jacob Grayson (right) for a breast
cancer fundraiser in the Quad pavilion on Nov. 22. The fraternity
(left) camped out in the Quad from Nov. 22-24 to raise awareness.

FPA
Continued from Page 1
He had help, as it was a
long, tedious process to put
up the trees, the lights and
making sure everything else
was running smoothly.
The decorating started in
early November. By starting
early, this would give more
time to put up all of the decorations, find the right outlets
to plug in the lights and make

sure they were in place until
the decorations are taken
down after the holidays.
“Usually it took us 15 hour
days to put all of this up,”
Long said. “The minutes that
I’ve not spent being a full
time student, having a job
off campus and doing homework, I’ve spent decorating.”
Decorating the center
started last year, but it did

not involve as much as it
does now to decorate.
With having more of the St.
Charles public coming to the
theater, the need to have the
location decorated was considered necessary.
“It’s definitely worth all of
the work, to see the people
come in and be in awe of all
of the decorations, and instead of being photographed

“Usually it took us
15 hour days to put
all of this up.”

—Kyle Long

sophomore

outside, people are coming in
to take pictures with the trees
behind them,” Long said.

